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THE TURKIC WORD PROSODY PROBLEM
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ABSTRACT

The hypothesis of a word-stress lack

in the Turkic languages phonetic system

is being put forward. The constitutive,

culminative and word-distinctive functi-

ons of synharmonism as well as the role

of synharmonic co—articulation both in

Turkic syllable formation and in syllaba-

tion are being elicited. Synharmontsm

predetermines the linear size of a morphe-

me, the latter being less than a syllable

does not exist in the Turkic languages.

The Turkic word prosody has been comp—

letely reduced to the Indo-European word-

stress, vowel—harmony being neglected as

the result of thereof. Besides, vowel-hark

mony is a phonologically unjustified and

Phonetically inexact term. However, the

idea of vowel harmony which presupposes

the presence of at least 2 syllables in a

word, has played its misleading role as

far as research is concerned, monosylla—

bio words being excluded from the field

of Study.

It is inferred from the present situa-

tion in the Turkic prosody that synharmo—

nism has been denied a proper place in '

the succession of known in general lingui—

Stics prosodic units. Being theoretically

hhe mOSt thoroughly elaborated ones, st-

ress and tone remain nowadays in general

linguistics as the only generally recogni-

zed prosodic units.
"Europocentrism" has not solved and is

not in a position to, cardinal problems of

the Turkic phonetics, the reason thereof

being the transference of the accentual

(DOn-synharmonic) languages phonological

analy31s principles and means to the none

accentual (synharmonic) ones. ‘_

Accumulated experimental data have fai—

led to lay down the basis for creating-the

Turkic phonological theory as it is, becau—

99 0f their "europocentriot" interpretati-

°na the latter, in the final run, confir—

wing the result obtained by traditional

acoustic methods.

Attempts to produce evidence for the

existence or lack of Turkic stress and its

place only by means of experimental phone-

tics' methods are bound to fail.

To our mind, the reasons thereof are

as follows: all the linguistic functions

of synharmonism are, this way and that,

attributed to word—stress, the latter ac—

quiring the status of an important lin—

guistic unit in the eyes of researchers.

The identity of both word—stress functi—

ons and synharmonism as the same level

prosodic units presents illusive logic of

such a substitution, and the hypnotic in-

fluence of word-stress ideas still rema-

ins an insuperable obstacle.

The problem seems to envisage a Turkic

word either having accentual nature (and

this means segment analysis being carried

on phonemic level) or synharmonic one

(thus, obliging us to find the predeter—

mined by it, principles of division into

functional synharmosegments and synharmo—

segments proper).
This problem still remains obscure as

researchers fail to understand the fact

that phrasal words and words in a phrase

are intonationally alike as far as sen—

tence prosody is concerned. However, re-

seachers differentiate phrasal words as

isolated words proper, in contrast to the

same words in a phrase. As a result, vari-

ous manifestations of phrasal word intona—

tion are interpreted as acoustic stress

correlatives. Taking into consideration

that both phrasal words and expanded phra-

ses can be pronounced with various logi-

cal, emotional, expressive accessory into-

nation in dependence of the phrasal word

contextual semantics, the difficulty of

word-stress unambiguous interpretation

is quite understandable. In effect, rese-

archers are oblivious of the fact that

isolatedly pronounced words, allegedly

proving word-stress presence in the Tur-

kic languages, are, in fact, contained

in a syntactical unit with a more-than-

word volume, and, thus, they bear partly

this units' intonation.

Hence, the Turkic "word-stress" does
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not posses the Indo—European word proso-
dy's main characteristics of being the
word acoustic image's obligatory element.

The analysis of results in various in-
vestigations into the Turkic languages
"word-stress" nature shows that one should
speak of phrasal, rhythmic-syntagmatic,lo—
gical-expressive prominence of this or
that syllable in the word rather than of
word-stress, and this makes quite a diffe-
rence. Phonemic stress significance in
the Indo-European languages and tone sig-
nificance in the syllabic ones is known
to win recognition from all researchers.
As far as synharmonism in the Turkic lan-
guages was concerned, phoneticians did not
pay Special attention to it from the func-
tional analysis point of view despite syn-
harmonism being recognised as a really
existing acoustic phenomenon.

Partially this occured due to the fact
that turkologists-phoneticians as we have
already told cherished their pettheory of
word-stress.

Thus, the leading phonological functi—
on of synharmonism pertains to keeping ho-
mogenious synharmotimbre of the Turkic
word's whole image, this being the obliga—
tory element of its phonetic image. Viola-
tion of hemogenious character of timbre
disrupts the word, grates upon the ears,
impedes perception or makes it absolutely
unintelligible.

Thus, the constitutive function of synp
harmonism provides proper recognition of
a word. For example, such Turkic words as

I

[has], [12's 5'], [505°], [6°65 5”]
etc. are characterised not only by a cer-
tain linear combination of sound but also
by unique quality of each word's synharmo-
tibre, both vowels and consonants alike
being synharmonic timbre bearers. The im-
portance of synharmonism constitutive fun-
ction is also proven by the fact that any
synharmonically properly organised word
is easily and correctly pronounced by Tur-
kic languages native speakers. A word sou-
nds familiar though its meaning may not be
clear, such as dialectal or professional
vocabulary.

Another function of similar importance
is the culminative one, i.e. unification
of word image forming sounds. Provided
the word is polysyllabic, all syllables
are organised according to one of the syn-
harmonic timbres. This function plays an
important role in the Turkic word general
phonetic image formation and it proves syne
harmonism being characteristic not only of
polysyllabic words but monosyllabic ones
as well. It means that the terms ”synhar-
monism" and "vowel harmony" are not syno-
nyms, the latter being inexact both as a
term and a phenomenon. Vowels play but
syllable forming role in the Turkic lan-
guages without being "harmonisers" and,
moreover, without performing word-distinc-

tive function.
From the phonetic point of view, the

set of synharmonic allophones (synharmo-
sounds) proper is of great importance.
Correct recognition of a Turkic word un-
der unfavourable phonetic conditions of
communication, as in case of vowel devoi-
cing, depends on the audibility of the
whole syllable, i.e. on consonant synhar-
monism.

Word-distinctive function of synharmo-
nism is significant as well. One can pro-
ve it by taking minimal (and polysyllabic)
synharmonic pairs or quartettes of words
widely used in the Turkic languages. (One
can say that Turkic vocabulary contains
systems of s nharmonic pairs or quartet-
tes of words . For instance, the words

I IO ..

[Zys1,[t¢stl[1°w5il[t as?)
are distinguish not only through vowel
synharmonism, but also by consonant one.
Participation of all sounds comprising
the word in word distinction (contrast)is
strictly obligatory. It is impossible for
any synharmonic variant of one consonant
to be replaced by another one. In other
words, the above words should not sound
as [figs/J or [t'cs] or[{,°u_5]
etc. Such a violation brings about unna-
tural sounding of profoundly Turkic words
which become inconvenient to be pronoun-
ced by native speakers of the Turkic lan-
guages.

Since spectral characteristics of
sounds comprising a syllable (a word) is
acoustic correlative of synharmonic timb-
res, and its general spectral picture is,
in a certain way, retentionary and cons-
tant, one can speak of register character
of synharmonic timbres. These timbres are
distinguished from one another by this or
that order of placing vowel and consonant
formants. A certain type of synharmOnic
timbre (its characteristic acoustic con-
tour) begins with a consonant preceding a
vowel (if a syllable begins with a conso-
nant) and is expanded over to a consonant
concluding a syllable (if the syllable
ends up with a consonant). Thus, synharmo-
nic timbre is a property of the whole 531‘
lable, both vowel and consonant included-

Existence of synharmonic timbres is
proven by their functioning as word-dis-
tinctors, word formers and word-dividers:
thus the difference between them being 0f
phonological significance. Since Synharmv'
n10 phonology allows to distinguish 4 syn-
harmonic timbres (hard, soft, labial: non-
labial), Turkic languages can be called
polytimbral ones.

Thus, the language functions inherent
in stress of accentual languages and in
tone of syllabic ones are found on the T111“
kic languages in synharmonism. This shows
their functional identity in general lin’
guistics plane and seems to represent im-
portant leading typological features poin-
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rinci a1 differences rather than

:?%igglgrriti£s of these language groups.

In connection with these typological

differences one should distinguish, in

consecutive order, phonetic (universal)

co-articulation, characteristic of all

languages as a result of mutual influence

of ajscent sounds, and phonological (par-

ticular) one, where it is preconditioned

by the Turkic languages synharmonism. Vio-

lation or some inconsistency of co-arti-

culation in the first case is quite pos-d

sible, while in the second case it shoul

be strictly observed, for each synharmo—

segment, synharmosyllable included, is 31d

phonological unit. That is why, one she

look for syllable division types, syllz-

ble boundary features in synharmonism.

Turkic syllable is the smallest pronounr

ced language unit, acoustically strictly

limited by one of synharmonic timbres.

Such limitation is sostable that synhar-

monic co—articulation violation within a

syllable is absolutely impossible. hiicu-

feature of syllabic synharmonic co—ai ho-

lation is that very linguistic signs a

mi v s llable-boun ary.

nTo zur mind, a morpheme less than a1 n-

syllable does not exist in the Turkic a1

Suages. The morpheme linear size is :qua ,

atleast, to a syllable. It is prede ir-

mined by the very nature of synharmon sm,

fortimbral characteristics of synharmo-

rnsm can be realised only in a syllabte.

Itexcludes the existence of consonanhe-

morphemes, while vowels comprise morpnde-

mesbecause they can form syllables

endent . _

p Traditional concepts of generzl lfgct

Suistics were unable to explain h: ter—

that the word's first syllable pretg an-

mined the synharmonic accesory of hogeti-

tecedent syllables, their stablitpon of

0&1 homogenity, i.e. strong pos d b all

the first syllable and recognise dywhich

researchers fixed stress at its enh o 0—

means another strong position at t ecogp

site and of the word. This led tots strgng

romise: the existence of 2 opposi is re-

Positions in the Turkic structurenharmo-

°°8nised, i.e. word-stress andtsy ch othms

nism which allegedly complemen eaould

Such a paradoxical compromise wrd ro-

not have existed, if the Turkic wo agi-

sodic feature were scientificallfiiju ree-

fied and were not attribggggdgo sas

able wi t ccentua p -

We hggegfogmulated the following main

rinci less _ _

g. Worg-stress, word-tone and word i%316_

harmonism as the same level unitgfie uni-

ment analogical functions, 1.6; to fine

t9 acoustic segments of words n dical

wholw. While word-stress is pros:1c le-

means of a word unity on a phone word

vel in the Indo—European languaseiiabic

tone is the same means for the BY

a ages and word synharmonism — for

thfiugkié (and, possibly, for all the
Ural—Altaic) languages. These means age

equal in carrying out constitutive an

word-distinctive functions. Therefore,

each of these means contains prosodic

feature, characteristic for a certs n

t e.

éénfiligiheyg means, being prosodical fea-

tures of the word, regulate phonetic gra-

dation of syllable, i.e. word-stress—ac-_

centual (stressed, pretonic, counter-pie

tonic, posttonic, etc. syllables), wor

tone-tonal (low, medium, high, rising,

falling and the like re isters), we:i 1

synharmonism - timbral hard nonela 31,1

hard labial, soft non-labial, soft 1a a

timbres).
f the means originally regula-

EesEgggigulatiogracoustic interaction (co-

articulation) of sounds in a syllable£1

4. Each of 3 means accomplishes spec c1

word division into minimal (in functions

plane) sound segments, i.e. word-stress-

into phonemes, word-tone-into tonemes, ts

word synharmonism - into synharmosegmen

(synemes). . f 11

mon basic phonetic unit or a

§.mg§:scg: a syllggle, gut their phonetic

'on is di eren .

gfaiiégfii opinion, the existence ofallt

or 2 identical in function but diffierzn

in realisation types of word prose y 2

one language or a related languages gr up

phonetic system is impossible..There :re,

the word-stress existence in the Turk c

languages should be considered false.
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